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Equip to Minister:  Gospels |  Luke 22:24-27  |  7/19, 22, 2018 

 

Viewing our subject of equipping to minister from the Gospels we begin with three statements providing 

a foundation for our understanding.  First is Stassen and Gushee, “the kingdom of God is not about what 

God does while humans stand by passively; nor is it about our effort to build the kingdom while God 

passively watches.  The kingdom of God is performative: it is God’s performance in which we actively 

participate.”     

The second is from Philip Turner and contains much for our paradigm shift, “A path has been blazed by 

Christ and charts the way to which one places one’s life in the service of God’s purpose for his creation.” 

Lastly, from the Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, “Here it is plain that “diakonein 

[ministry/servant] is one of those words which presupposes a Thou, and not a Thou towards whom I 

may order my relationship as I please, but a Thou under whom I have placed myself as a diakonein…  It 

is understood as full and perfect sacrifice, as the offering of life which is the very essence of service, of 

being for others, whether in life or in death.”  This is what it means to minister! 

 

Glen H. Stassen & David P. Gushee, Kingdom Ethics: Following Jesus in Contemporary Context, 

(IVP, 2003). 

New Testament scholars Bruce Chilton and J.I.H. McDonald show that the kingdom of God is not about 

what God does while humans stand by passively; nor is it about our effort to build the kingdom while 

God passively watches.  The kingdom of God is performative: it is God’s performance in which we 

actively participate.  For example, the parable of the seed growing secretly in Mark 4:26-29 reads like a 

commentary on Isaiah 28:23-29: the kingdom of God is like a man sowing seed, which grows while he 

sleeps; then the earth produces its harvest and he immediately puts in the sickle and harvests it.  21 

Chilton and McDonald describe “the praxis of the kingdom”: the reversal of worldly values and a new 

lifestyle of service, servanthood and humility; receiving the yoke of the kingdom in childlike fashion; and 

sacrificing human reliance on worldly support-systems.  The one who enters the kingdom is healed from 

blindness and follows Jesus’ way with faith-perception, seeking justice and surrendering false values 

such as wealth, status-seeking and power.  “The focus of the new obedience is found in the twin 

commandment to love” (Chilton and McDonald, Jesus and the Ethics, 53, 73, 86-87, 91092).  21 

Jesus’ koinonia (fellowship and service) “encompassed ‘tax collectors and sinners’ within its table 

fellowship” (Mt 2:15).  That practice of including outcasts, “totally ignoring the strictly drawn 

conventions of religiosity, represented a theme of Jesus’ ministry which became an issue in society” 

(Chilton and McDonald, 96).  Love to enemy as a strategy of the kingdom (Mt 5:44-48) “is much more 

than a general expression of goodwill toward humanity.”  It “presupposes a social context of the faith-

community encountering opposition, even persecution in society,” and is “characterized . . . not by 

exclusiveness or defensiveness but by an openness to others that, indeed, reflects the openness of God 

to his children.”  Therefore, the New Testament community “renounces retaliation in kind when 
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violence is offered: the strategy of the Kingdom is always to ‘do good to those who hate you’ (Lk 6:27; 

cf. Rom 13:1; 1 Pet 2:15)…  This ethical praxis is our way of participating in the kingdom.  21-22 

Philip Turner, Christian Ethics and the Church, (Baker Academic, 2015). 

In Jesus, God has fulfilled his promise to open his blessings to the nations, his promise to Israel to 

provide a lasting kingdom, and his promise to his people, both Jew and gentile, to be with them until his 

purposes for creation are fulfilled (Matt 1:213; 28:20).  110 

Matthew’s account of life in Christ is set in the context of the common life of the church and its mission 

to the nations.  Showing the nations a form of life taught and lived out fully by God’s Son who hears and 

obeys every word spoken by God his Father carries out this mission.  In this form of life, duty and beauty 

are conjoined.  Those who, among other things, are poor in spirit, who mourn, who are meek, and who 

hunger and thirst for righteousness are “blessed” or “happy.”  113 

A path has been blazed by Christ and charts the way to which one places one’s life in the service of 

God’s purpose for his creation.  Faithful obedience, willingness to face conflict, bold speech, care for the 

poor, and inclusion of the outcast are all part of “the way.”  128 

Minister = doulos (verb- douleuo); leitouros (verb- leitourew); huperetes (verb- hupereteo); 

diakonos (verb- diakonew) 

TDNT, Vol II 

The concept of ministry/serving are expressed in Greek by many words which are often hard to 

differentiate even though each has its own basic emphasis.  Douleuo means to serve as a slave, with a 

stress on subjection.  Leitourew means to serve for wages.  In NT days it had come to be used 

predominantly for religious duties.  Hupereteo means at root to steer.  In terms of service, it signifies 

especially the relation to the master to whom the service is rendered.  As distinct from all these terms, 

diakonew has the special quality of indicating very personally the service rendered to another.  It is thus 

closest to hupereteo, but in diakonew there is a stronger approximation to the concept of a service of 

love.  81 

Diakonew in the NT. 

Jesus’ view of service/ministry grows out of the OT command of love for one’s neighbor, which He takes 

and links with the command of love for God to constitute the substance of the divinely willed ethical 

conduct of His followers.  In so doing., He purifies the concept of service from the distortions which it 

had suffered in Judaism.  The decisive point is that He sees in it the thing which makes a man His 

disciple.  84 

In the NT diakonew is first used in the original sense of “to wait at table” (Lk 17:8; Jn 12:2).  At table 

there is a palpable distinction between the worthy man reclining on the couch and the girded servant or 

the attentive woman.  It is thus a high honour for the vigilant servants when their returning lord rewards 

them by girding himself, sitting them at table and coming to serve them (Lk 12:37).  The astonishing act 

of Jesus in the appraisal of service is to reverse in ethical estimation the relation between serving and 

being served (Lk 22:26 f.).  Among the disciples “the leader must be the one who serves.  For who is the 
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greater, one who reclines at table or one who serves?  Is it not the one who reclines at table? But I am 

among you as the one who serves” (vs 26-27).  84 

The natural man – and especially the Greek – would see no difficulty in answering the question who is 

greater, the one who serves or the one who is served.  It is obviously the latter.  Jesus in His emphatic 

statement “But I…” does not oppose to this view the general thought that serving is greater than being 

served.  Instead, He points to the actuality – I am among you as a servant.  This is said by the 

uncontested leader of the disciples, by the Son of Man who knows that He is Lord of the kingdom of God 

(Lk 22:29) and who summons the disciples to exercise final judgment on Israel with Him (vr 30).  It is 

clear that Jesus is not merely bringing about a radical change in the academic estimation of human 

existence and action; He is instituting in fact a new pattern of human relationships.  He makes this no 

less clear in terms of the specific process of waiting at table than by His own action in washing the feet 

of His disciples.  84 

The same change in evaluation as we find in respect of waiting at table applies everywhere in the NT to 

diakonein in the wider sense of “to be serviceable.”  Sometimes the link with waiting at table may still 

be discerned, as when it is said of the women who accompany Jesus, (Lk 8:3; see also, Mt 27:55; Mk 

15:41).  In Mt 25:42-44, however, Jesus comprises under the term diakonein many different activities 

such as giving food and drink, extending shelter, providing clothes and visiting the sick and prisoners.  

The term thus comes to have the full sense of active Christian love for the neighbor and as it is a mark of 

true discipleship to the Lord Himself.  Here it is plain that “diakonein is one of those words which 

presupposes a Thou, and not a Thou towards whom I may order my relationship as I please, but a Thou 

under whom I have placed myself as a diakonein.”  In exact accord with His own attitude as expressed in 

Lk 22:26 f., Jesus draws from this basic insight the demand of Mk 10:43-45; Mt 20:36-28. 

It shall not be so among you.  But whoever would be great among you must be your servant, 

and whoever would be first among you must be slave of all.  For even the Son of Man came not 

to be served but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many. 

Jesus consciously opposes this command to the natural order whereby the princes of the nations lord it 

over them and their great ones exercise authority (Mk 10:42; Mt 20:25).  The aim of Jesus and His 

disciples is not to set up human orders in this world.  Their concern is with the kingdom of God and the 

age of glory.  But the way to this goal leads through suffering and death.  This determines at once the 

attitude of all whom God calls to His kingdom.  The point of suffering is to be found in the service 

therein accomplished.  This makes it sacrificial.  For the Christian, then, there is only one way to 

greatness.  He must become the servant, indeed, the slave of all; cf. Mk 9:35; 10:44.  85-86 

This reversal of all human ideas of greatness and rank was accomplished when the Son of Man Himself 

came, not to be ministered unto, but to minister (Lk 22:26).  The new feature as compared with Lk 22:26 

is that in Mk 10:45 and Mt 20:28 Jesus does not stop at the picture of table service.  Diakonein is now 

much more than a comprehensive term for any loving assistance rendered to the neighbor.  It is 

understood as full and perfect sacrifice, as the offering of life which is the very essence of service, of 

being for others, whether in life or in death.  Thus the concept of diakonein achieves its final theological 

depth.  And what is true of Christ Himself is made a command for all His disciples in Jn 12:26.  86 

If anyone serves me, he must follow me; and where I am, there will my servant be also.  If 

anyone serves me, the Father will honor him. 


